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Agenda

• What is TCID & TCID 2080?
• The Assignment

• The Purpose
• The Why
• The Description

• Questions



What is TCID?

PROGRAM OVERVIEW 
• Dr. Sean Williams, PhD – Department Head
• One of few standalone technical communication 

degree programs in the country 
• Prepares students for developing career fields:

• USER EXPERIENCE (UX) DESIGN
• TECHNICAL // PROFESSIONAL WRITING & EDITING

o DEFENSE
o NONPROFITS
o BUSINESSES

• WEB CREATION

• 11,000: US Bureau of Labor estimates of new jobs 
in field of technical communication & information 
design 

• Curriculum designed to provide foundation of 
theory, technology, and practical application
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What is TCID?



What is TCID?

Class Sampling
• INTRO TO TECH WRITING

• INTRO TO BUSINESS WRITING

• UX DESIGN PRINCIPLES

• DOCUMENT DESIGN

• INTERNSHIP

• SPECIAL TOPICS:
• Technical Communication & Social 

Justice
• Social Media
• Grant Writing for Nonprofits
• Structured Authoring



So then:
What is TCID 2080 ?

“This course will teach you the best practices to communicate in real-world 
professional environments.”

GENRES: Memos, Letters, Reports, Proposals 
STYLE: Concise, Plain Language
FORMAT: Topic Headings, Bullets 

Short Paragraphs & Sentences
Document Design
Visual Hierarchy & Easy to Skim





The Assignment

*OR

Adventures in 
Misleading 
Information 

Design

= WTH?

◉ Information Design & Students’ 
Ethical Awareness in the Visual Presentation of 

Data (charts, graphs, etc.)



Why?

◉ Students’ social media feeds 
and nightly newscasts are 
awash in visual 
misinformation - we want to 
help them recognize when it 
occurs – both in others’ info 
design and in their own.



PRE-ASSIGNMENT
○ Review/Assign web-based resources: 

Ways Writers Use Graphs to Mislead, TED 
Talks, etc. – informative & appealing to 
students

○ Review Examples
○ Discuss the prevalence of misleading 

Information Design 
○ Tie into key Daniels Fund Ethics Initiative 

Principles

Assignment Description:



DISCUSSION

◉ Please find your own example of unethical data 
representation or technical design. This can be 
from a news outlet, social media, of a creation of 
your own using real data. Explain why this is 
unethical and the impact it can have on its 
viewers.

◉ Respond to the person above you in the discussion 
thread by fixing the data/example they have 
provided. Please explain what you changed.

To receive full credit, they need to post their initial 
post (#1) by a certain day, so that others have time to 
do their responses (#2)

Assignment Description:
MEMO

◉ Please write a short memo reflecting on the material 
of this module.
○ The Daniels Fund Ethics  Initiative Principles
○ The impact of unethical data
○ Why is it important to be ethical when we are 

presenting data to an audience?
◉ Add a page at the end of the Memo answering the 

following questions:
○ What do you think you did well on this 

assignment?
○ What do you think you could have done better 

at?
○ What are some ways you implemented material 

from this class into your work?
○ How will you implement this into your own 

work/life?



Daniels Fund Ethics Initiative Principles

◉ Integrity 
◉ Trust
◉ Accountability
◉ Transparency
◉ Fairness
◉ Respect
◉ Rule of Law
◉ Viability



Integrity: Act with Honesty in All Situations
◉ Represent data in an honest way, that is not misleading to the 

audience.
Maybe this could be a bit more accurate 

than Ivanka vould like?



Trust - Build Trust in All Stakeholder Relationships

◉ This graph lacks accuracy and 
doesn't make sense. 

◉ This will cause the viewer to 
lose trust in the information 
and the source.

◉ You want viewers to trust the 
information you are giving.



*Issues with 
math and 
alignment 

are not 
country-
specific



Accountability -Accept Responsibility for All Decisions

◉ Know when you are being dishonest or skewing the graph axis scale.
◉ The scale can skew the data and change the message.
◉ Color can also help people easily understand the graph.
◉ Be aware when design impacts assumptions or interpretation.



Which Graph Accurately Displays the Information?



Colors and
positioning
changes

Design Issues



Readers will assume 
that size differences in 

shapes or areas are 
proportional to values



The curved 
design 

doesn’t help 
the reader



Transparency -Maintain Open and Truthful 
Communications

◉ Information Design needs to be clear.
◉ Tell the truth .
◉ Don’t try to change the graph to change the 

results.
◉ Know your sources and their bias.
◉ Use the appropriate type of graph to 

communicate your information.



Another example is focusing on ratios and not providing whole numbers for users to 
see the big picture

Example of a Graphs that Lacks Transparency



This past year we have seen how news outlets haven't portrayed data in an honest 
way. These types of graphs lead people to be more anxious and nervous during 

uncertain times.  



Fairness -Be Fair and 
Equitable

◉ You can’t let your own 
bias be reflected in the 
information Design

◉ Let the data speak for 
itself

FACTORING IN

REALITY



Examples aren’t just from Fox either – trade groups with 
assumed credibility will also act unethically to present their 
point, though they can easily be assumed to be a credible 

source of information



Discussion: Ways 
Misleading Information 
Can be Improved

◉ An improved scale
◉ Clear lines and points on 

the graph
◉ Accurate Plotting of the 

Data



Discussion: 
News Source 
Bias

◉ Where you get you information 
from can play a role in your own 
unconscious biases



Discussion: Things to Avoid When Presenting 
Information Design Ethically and Clearly 

◉ Misleading and unclear axis labels
◉ Inconsistent Scales/Omitting the baseline
◉ Numbers not adding up correctly, especially in pie charts
◉ Cherry-picking data, like including limited years or responses chosen to 

support a specific argument
◉ No key for the information in the graph
◉ Going against the conventions.

○ Bad graphic choices, like low-contrast color choices or a distorting perspective. 
○ Visual deceptions, like inappropriate use of white space or comparative elements that don’t 

seem to correspond to the data they represent 
○ Poor use of a graph type (like making a series of bar graphs when a line graph would be 

clearer)



Discussion: Let’s Review
◉ Information Design is very important for relaying truthful information to 

the public.
◉ Small errors in Information Design can change what people perceive 

the message to be. 
◉ But all rules are out the window for (Pizza) Pie Charts.



Daniels Ethics Initiative Principles: Key Points

◉ Integrity and Trust 
○ Build a truthful relationships
○ Be honest
○ Honesty will put you ahead, in comparison to other 

competition

◉ Accountability
○ If you are putting information out, ensure that it is 

accurate.
○ Take responsibility for your own bias and errors.

◉ Transparency and Fairness
○ Understand bias (sources and you own)



Any
questions ?

Thanks!
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